PEKING	209
in, with its pergolas and little lake, its tea-houses and groves of
trees and its flower beds, the resort of cheerful and orderly
holiday-makers. It is in this garden that stands the Poulai,
or memorial arch, that was originally erected elsewhere in
Peking to the memory of a murdered German Minister. But
at the end of the Great War it was brought to the Central Park
and re-dedicated to the Chinese victims of that world-wide
catastrophe. This re-dedication of a conspicuous monument to
an object in absolute contradiction of its original intentions seems
to open a new and practical reform that might well be adopted
elsewhere. Neutral monuments might be erected and dedicated
for a period of time to some person or to commemorate some
event. The design would have to be carefully considered and
chosen, suitable to any alterations in the temporary inscription
it might display. If, for modesty's sake, the shield of Achilles of
Hyde Park were hung around his waist, and the sword in his
hand made interchangeable with a roll of documents or an
electric torch, or a fishing net, the statue would serve for any
purpose.
During my visit to Peking the peonies were at their best and
the flower beds reserved for them in the Central Park were
visions of delight. As so many of the Chinese are engaged in
work for all the hours of daylight the authorities had provided
the shaded peony beds—for sunshine destroys their beauty—
with powerful electric lamps. The effect was charming and it
was a pleasure to watch the orderly crowd of Chinese workpeople
who came after nightfall—their only time of leisure—to gaze
upon the great coloured blossoms. The gardens were filled with
artisans and labourers and their families, sober, well-behaved
and dignified. I never saw a drunken Chinese during my stay
at Peking,
Just above the Taoist temple, where the good Chinese priest
had given us lodging for the night, runs the loop in the Great
Wall of China that encloses the little township of Ku Pei Kou,
and across the valley, following the escarpments of the mountains,
with a solid watch tower on every peak, lies the main construction
of that famous achievement. We had left Peking in the morning
to break our journey at Ku Pei Kou on our way to Jehol, the
summer resort of the earlier Emperors of the Manchu dynasty,
Our lorry—for a car could scarcely have passed over the broken

